South East Creatives and The Margate Mercury
PR Workshop

What is PR?
Public relations (PR) is:

PR is not:

• Deliberately releasing information to the
public

• Advertising and marketing (which is paid
for)

• PR is free coverage and does not require
direct payment, also known as ‘earned
media’
• Establishing and maintaining relationships
with a target audience
• PR is a third party opinion about a brand,
product, organisation, it’s objective

How is PR and advertising different?
Public Relations is:
Earned
Builds trust
Media gives thirdparty validation
‘This is important.’

Advertising is:
Paid
Builds exposure
Audience is sceptical
‘Buy this product.’

PR

Advertising

VS.

Why is PR effective?
• You recognise or create your own PR opportunities, communicating with media to reach your target audience,
rather than a broad reach
• PR is generally ‘absorbed’ by the audience; I.e. you read an article, whereas you skim past an advert
• PR is built on trust and credibility. When other people talk about you, it’s more influential than an advert
• People trust earned sources, word of mouth, customer testimonials and editorial media have a greater impact
• In short, getting favourable mentions of your brand holds more weight than a paid ad
• With advertising, you tell people how great you are. With PR, others sing your praises
• Online media doesn’t have a shelf life. News articles remain visible on search engines for a long time
• Getting good PR can take time, it’s all about building relationships with journalists and media
• Try and commit 30-60 minutes to PR each week for six months, the essential thing is to have something
newsworthy to say. And if you can’t come up with that, then try something more creative
• Everyone has a good story to tell

Types of PR:
• There are two main kinds of press strategies:
• B2B (business to business) Business to business publicity
highlights service providers who provide services and
products to other businesses
• B2C (business to consumer). Business to Consumer
publicises products and services for regular consumers,
such as toys, travel, food, entertainment, personal
electronics and music.

Understanding your brand
• You want to direct your brand effectively to the
media
• It is important to understand your brand and where
it sits in the consumer market
• Things to think about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who is your audience?
Is it newsworthy, original, exclusive?
Who’s your demographic?
What is the price point?
Where is the location?
Do you want to reach the same people or new people?

• Get honest, impartial feedback

• (Don’t take it personally!) not everyone has the same
opinions as you, don’t try to persuade them otherwise

SWOT
• SWOT is a strategic planning tool used to evaluate the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to a
project
• Strengths: what will help you achieve the project
objective.
• How can we use our strengths?
• Weaknesses: what will stop you achieving your objective?
• How can we address each weakness?
• Opportunities: external conditions that help achieve the
project objective.
• How can we exploit each opportunity?
• Threats: external conditions that could damage the
project.
• How can we guard against each threat?

STRENGTHS
- Free offering
- Online, easy access
- Ten years experience in PR
- Working with Margate
Mercury
- Supporting business and
enterprise in the South Eat

WEAKNESSES
- Aimed at South East / local
only
- Not much time to promote
- Not specific to one
practice / business area
- Need to keep presentation
short and general

OPPORTUNITIES
- To meet new people
- To create networks
- People will sign up for
SECCADS funding and
business mentoring
- Businesses can pitch
effectively to The Margate
Mercury

THREATS
- No one will sign up
or
- People will sign up
because it’s free but not
attend
- My internet connection
will fail

Understanding media
• Understand your pitch and who you are
pitching to
• Before you pitch your product:
• Compile a list of your favoured media titles
and journalists
• Identify places you think your brand would fit
• where it is going in the publication
• have you identified a feature opportunity or
found a journalist who is writing about similar
products?

• Why are you pitching it to that publication?
• Timing is crucial, get to know timelines
• Call the editorial team if you’re unsure

Understanding journalists
• How journalists work

• In house writers are employed as permanent staff on an
editorial team
• Freelancers employed by a publication to write a specific story
• Freelancers pitch ideas, specific stories and features they think
would be good, similar to PR, they propose their idea based on
their knowledge and relationship with the media

• By building relationships with journalists you will soon
learn what they like and what they want to write about,
making their job easier, and your pitching very
straightforward
• Be prepared to be flexible, your brand may be used in a
wider feature or article and not be the main focus
• If you offer an exclusive, be realistic about how much
coverage it can get, is it of enough interest to justify a
stand alone feature or is it ok to be included in something
broader

Manners
• Manners are free!
• Remember, journalists need to write
articles that impress their editors AND
appeal to the media title’s audience
• Journalists often receive hundreds of
emails each day
• They have deadlines to meet
• They have advertisers to please
• If it works well, a good relationship with
a journalist can transform your business
and sales

How and when to pitch
• To create the biggest impact consider coordinating the
release alongside other actions for example, at the same
time tickets go on sale or a new product launch.
• If you have your release ready early, don’t hold back
(within reason!). Sending it out early gives those
covering the story time to research and write their
articles
• On the contrary, if you need to ensure the story isn’t
published too early include the line ‘Embargoed until
(DATE) at (TIME)’ in bold above the main body of the
media release.
• Consider the time of year, is your product a Christmas
gift, is it best in summer, try to be thoughtful about the
news agenda and what’s hitting. A holiday in the midst
of a global pandemic won’t go down well.

• Bi-annual (twice per year) & quarterly: 3/6 month minimum lead time
• Usually fashion publications publish less frequently and work to the up coming season
• Monthly or bi-monthly: 3 – 4 months ahead of publication
• ‘Christmas in July’ is a clue as to when magazines will pull together their Christmas
gift lists in the summer months.
• Weekly Usually 1-2 months
• News based features are usually shorter, up to a week, coinciding with the news agenda,
especially if it’s an interview or an ongoing discussion point
• Most features will be planned in advance.
• Daily: Less than a day!
• News journalists have a conference first thing each day (usually around 10am) to confirm
what goes into the next day’s paper.
• Most papers have feature pages within the news media, i.e. fashion, entertainment,
media, gardening, education, digital etc. this means that if your product specifically fits
into one of these categories it’s likely to be planned about a week ahead
• Up to the minute: Journalists will often run last minute online features via their social channels,
usually it’s based on the news agenda, weather, political announcements etc.
• See example on Dazed Digital about black owned / founded galleries and museums in response to BLM
• Worth thinking about for your own social media

Gifting
• Can you gift them or offer them an exclusive or
incentive?
• With products, if they can first-hand experience your
product or offer, it will help to write about it and will
hopefully kickstart a long-term relationship for you.
• It’s not always possible for small brands to do this,
and journalists do understand that, however, you
may be willing to build a relationship on that trust,
if they write about your product and increase
sales, then perhaps you could offer them
something later on, as a thank you
• Loaning is also a great way for a journalist to see
and understand your product, but don’t expect it
back in perfect condition, if you are able to have
press samples, this helps

Gifting – advice from Nat Maks, wallpaper
designer and RESORT member
• My very first marketing initiative was finding out who my
favourite journalists were at my favourite magazines
• I prepared small product packages along with small
bunches of flowers which I then dropped round to their
offices. This was a great way to get to know the
journalists and I’m still in touch with some of them...
(But in today's climate with Covid I think doing
things in person won't be very popular)
• I have often sent things in the post to journalists directly
and never heard anything back... I think a lot of postal
samples and things end up in the bin
• So, if you send something it should be a product or
notebook or something which the recipient can use and
this may encourage a response!

Writing a press release - Headline
• You only get one shot to grab the attention of a
journalist, so your headline is it
• It needs to clearly reflect the topic of your media
release and also let editors know why your story is
of interest to their readers
• If your headline is not good, your email won't be
opened. Some reporters get 500 to 1,000 emails
per day
• Quickly get to the subject:
• what's the story? Why should I care? Why now?

(A good headline will also force you to organise your
thoughts, try to work backwards – ‘what’s the headline?’
‘How do I achieve it?’)

Writing a press release - Top line information
• Date, time, location

• Give any specifics ASAP, this will help a
journalist decide if it can work within their
deadlines
• When and where?

• Include a summary paragraph at the
start of the media release covering
briefly who you or your organisation are,
and any important context that will help
the journalist and readers to understand
the story
• Keep it brief, simple and straightforward
• Remember you are telling them the facts
not writing their story for them
• Try not use overly descriptive words,
that’s the journalist’s job, not yours

Writing a press release – The Detail
• After the headline and topline
information, then you can start to add
detail
• Who is involved, how, why?

• This is the point you explain the story
• You can e more descriptive and your voice
can be heard more here, if your brand has
a tone, now is the time to use it.
• Still keep it short and succinct, if a
journalist gets to this point, you want it to
be an easy read
• Finally, you can summarise any final detail
you feel is important.

Writing a press release – The End
• Clearly mark where the press release ends,
from here the information is need to know
only
• Contact details must be clear, make sure
they are correct and you are available on
them
• Boiler Plate
• This is further information about any
organisations involved
• Key messaging can be included in here
• It’s a short and clear overview of who’s
involved and their objective

Headline
Top line information
First Paragraph and introduction

The detail

Finally
Contact details
Need to know

Press release - recapped
• Topline, important information:
• When. Where.

• Get to the point, be clear in the headline:
• What. Who.

• Done repeat yourself or waffle on, short and
sweet:
• Why. How.

• Be direct: Use quotes and credit sources.
• Include contact details and company
information (Make sure it’s all correct!)
• Send images within the press release and not
as huge attachments, unless asked.

Phoebe Weston, The Guardian
1.

Use first name at top of email, i.e.. ‘Dear Phoebe’

2.

Put all info in body of email - avoid attachments, if you have pics, put them in pitch

3.

If you mention any stats in the release, provide a link to the full paper/research (this can be as
attachment as is sort of secondary reading)

4.

Include quotes in the press release

5.

Make sure you put a contact number on release & be available via phone

6.

I would suggest pitching in the morning

7.

Don't put kisses at the end of a pitch

8.

Subject line is really important - use key words & get to the point

9.

Send follow-up email a few days after initial email and then call them. Calling is really good & not
enough people do it in my opinion. Some journalists are difficult about this, but most are not.

10. If you know a journalist then consider giving them stuff exclusively. They are more likely to give it a
good show in the paper/on the website & write a good piece if they know you favour them

Social Media how to
• Social media can be a whole separate entity, but it doesn’t need to be
• Like ‘traditional’ PR this takes time and consistency
• Many of the same rules apply
• Is it new, interesting?
• Has this been seen before?

• Being able to review and evaluate your social media is instant, you will immediately see
likes and shares and be aware of your audience and what they like and what is popular.
• Often working with people who are in your immediate community, but have less followers
are better to work with, it’s a direct target to your immediate audience, don’t just go for
those with high followers, be targeted
• Get followers and interactions by doing just that, follow and interact with people, like posts
and comment on them, share things you like
• Be positive and upbeat about things, negativity isn’t helpful on social media channels
• Try to avoid controversy and alienate people, your opinion is valid, but is it always needed?
(separate the art and the artist!)
• Social media is a tool you are using to sell your products (Unless you are using social media
to align yourself politically)

Tips from Kate Walters, social media manager
www.linkedin.com/in/katewalters1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just start!
Know your audience
If in doubt – don’t! Educate yourself before you comment or post.
Sharing others content is a great way to get reshares
Connecting with others is a brilliant way to partner and share
Comment on other profiles to build a relationship and they will soon comment and
share back
Be yourself. Be kind, warm, generous.
If you’re posting, think, is it new news, is it relevant?
Unless you want to be political, it’s best for your brand to be apolitical, this will help
avoid any unwanted comments or shares
Don’t oversaturate, keep things fresh
Be consistent. And realistic. Don’t set impossible targets for yourself.
Use relevant #s. And use timely ones too, can you piggy-back other social ‘trends’
Once you get to 1000, it suddenly starts to get easier and I find followers start to
trickle in more quickly

PR Tips from Nat Maks
RESORT member and designer
• I started using PressLoft (https://www.pressloft.com) a few
years ago and it has really been a huge part of growing my
business.
• They have really guided me; what my press photography
should look like, how to write a press release; what time of
year to launch products and how far in advance journalists
work. All such valuable info.
• They also have an influencer outreach where you can
collaborate with bloggers etc to get more exposure. This
has also been hugely successful for me.
• Customers posting my products on their Instagram feed
and blogs have a high conversion rate in sales.
• Also I find online press more valuable than printed. Just the
convenience of a click to your website from an article is
used a lot more than someone seeing your name printed in
a magazine article and then taking the time to look for you
online.

Measuring success
• Measuring PR results can be challenging, but on smaller campaigns fairly easy to follow up where
you have taken your product:
• Press Clippings: Is your brand being mentioned in publications that are engaging with people who
will buy or buy into your product?
• Media Impressions: This is a straightforward way of multiplying the number of press clippings by
the total circulation of the publication in which it appeared. For example, if The Sunday Times
mentioned your company once and it has a total circulation of two million, you achieved two
million media impressions.
• Content Analysis: Quality matters – are your brand’s key messages there, are being portrayed in a
positive light? To answer the question “does PR work?” you have to assess whether your press
coverage is resulting in valuable content. (All of this should be included in your press release)

• Website Traffic: A quick way to determine the effectiveness is to measure the amount of traffic
your website receives before and after launching your campaign or new product.
• Lead Sourcing: A well-executed PR campaign directly contributes to sales leads, but it’s difficult to
determine when press coverage triggers sales, simply ask new customers how they heard about
your company and its offerings.
• Market Surveys: Research is paramount to tracking a PR campaign’s success. Before starting your
PR campaign, survey your markets to see if they’ve heard of your brand and offerings. After
launching your PR strategy, survey your markets again to check whether awareness statistics are
trending up.
• Social Media Mentions: Yet another metric for measuring the impact of a PR campaign is social
media mentions. Social media measurements should also focus on conversations about your
brand, as well as social communities in your industry. If social media mentions of your brand
increase after launching your PR program, you can stop wondering “does PR work?”

THANK YOU
Over to Lucy
Followed by Q&A

